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Enforce Users to Store Emails Automatically 

A new feature has been added which will allow administrators to enforce Troy to automatically store 

emails, even if the user has chosen not to do so. This setting is system wide and once changed will 

take effect the next time each user log into Troy. 

If a user has chosen to store emails automatically, then configuring the enforcement setting will not 

affect their configuration and Troy will continue to store emails in the manner selected by the user. 

 

Figure 1 – Configuring the enforcement setting 

The default setting is to never enforce the storing of emails. If the user wishes to change the period 

of time that Troy checks for emails to store, then they will need to change their own setting. 
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Drag an email containing a CV attachment onto Troy 

You can now drag an email containing an attached CV onto the main Troy window to start the CV 

scanning process. Previous versions would only allow an email attachment to be dragged onto the 

main Troy window. When the candidate is created, the details of the email will also be stored. 

Application update enforcement 

It is now possible to configure Troy so that users can no longer refuse to update the application. 

Previous versions would always ask the user if they wished to update the software. This option can 

now be removed, with the user having to update before they can login to the application. 

This setting (off by default) is configured within the General tab of the system settings window, as 

seen in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 – Update enforcement 

Once ticked, the users will no longer be able to refuse an update when one becomes available. Doing 

this, ensures that all users are running the same version with the same functionality available to 

them. 

Other 

The transaction log entry created when a user logs in, now records the application version. 

A number of changes have been made when CVs are generated through Vision to ensure 

compatibility with Troy Enterprise. 

 

 

 


